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Abstract—Understanding the sleep quality and architecture
is essential to human being’s health, which is usually rep-
resented using multiple sleep stages. A standard sleep stage
determination requires Electroencephalography (EEG) signals
during the expensive and labor-intensive Polysomnography (PSG)
test. To overcome this inconvenience, cardiorespiratory signals
are proposed for the same purpose because of the easy and
comfortable acquisition by simplified devices. In this paper, we
leverage our low-cost wearable multi-sensor system to acquire
the cardiorespiratory signals from subjects. Three novel features
are designed during the feature extraction. We then apply a Bi-
directional Recurrent Neural Network architecture with Long
Short-term Memory (BLSTM) to predict the four-class sleep
stages. Our prediction accuracy is 80.25% on a large public
dataset (417 subjects), and 80.75% on our 32 enrolled subjects,
respectively. Our results outperform the previous works which
either used small data sets and had the potential over-fitting
issues, or used the conventional machine learning methods on
large data sets.

Index Terms—Sleep stage, Wearable sensors, Healthcare, Deep
learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Sleep quality is essential to human being’s health. To

analyze it, sleep is usually classified into multiple stages in

which physiological signals have different patterns, related

to various physiological functions. Although there are many

criteria to classify the sleep stages, the most common four-

class sleep stages criterion is our focus, which includes Wake,

Light sleep, Deep sleep, and Rapid Eye Movement (REM) [1].

For example, deep sleep helps body metabolism and wound

healing, while dreaming occurs during the REM period most.

The accurate classification of sleep stages is necessary to

properly analyze one’s sleep architecture, further for the sleep

disorder diagnose and recovery.

Polysomnography (PSG) is a standard method for sleep

quality analysis, which has been used for sleep stage classi-

fication in past decades, as it provides the electrical activities

of various body parts. Electroencephalography (EEG) with
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the assistance of Electrooculography (EOG) and Electromyo-

graphy (EMG) during the PSG test is used to determine the

different sleep stages. However, the entire procedure of sleep

stage classification using PSG is expensive and labor-intensive,

as it requires the dedicated equipment and laboratory as well

as the clinical specialists’ expertise. Rather than relying on

EEG signals from PSG, recent researchers focus on using

cardiorespiratory signals because they can also indicate the

different sleep stages and can be captured in plenty of the

low-cost simplified devices. This approach is easily adapted

into the various scenarios of mobile and Internet of Things

(IoT) healthcare, sleep health monitoring in smart home [2]

and other accommodations [3]. As the deep learning methods

are rapidly developing in recent years, some latest researches

have demonstrated the effectiveness that applying Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN) to capture the implicit patterns of the

time-series cardiorespiratory signals [4], [5].

In this paper, we present our ongoing work that uses our

designed wearable multi-sensor system to capture subjects’

ECG and breathing signals, and that applies a Bi-directional

RNN architecture with Long Short-term Memory (BLSTM)

[6] to classify the four sleep stages. An overview of our

contributions is provided below:

1) We propose and demonstrate three novel features which

are effective to detect the sudden variation of RR in-

tervals1. A total of 152 features are extracted for the

learning procedure.

2) Compared to the recent works, we leverage a large

public dataset and our own dataset to achieve the out-

standing sleep stage prediction in terms of both accuracy

(80.25% on the public dataset, and 80.75% on our own

dataset) and sample size (total 449 subjects). These

results outperform the previous works on the four-class

sleep stage classification, which either used small data

sets having the potential over-fitting issues [5], [7]–[9],

or used the conventional machine learning methods on

large data sets [10], [11].

1The term of RR interval will be explained in Sec III-B.
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Fig. 1: Hardware of SensEcho

3) We design our own low-power and low-cost wearable

multi-sensor vest, SensEcho, with the support of the

secure cloud system. We validate that it is robust to

acquire the cardiorespiratory signals compared to the

standard PSG test.

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are

discussed in Section II. We describe our hardware and methods

in Section III. The evaluations are presented in Section IV.

Section V proposes further potentials and future works. We

finally conclude our work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. EEG for Sleep Stage Classification

Since specialists rely on EEG, EOG, EMG signals to

determine sleep stages, automated classifying sleep stages

based on those signals are well studied to reduce the input

of labor and cost. Authors in [12] presented a transition-

constrained discrete hidden Markov models for automatic

sleep stage classification using the EEG, EOG and EMG

signals of 20 subjects. A deep learning model, DeepSleepNet,

was proposed in [13] for automated grading sleep stages

using the single-channel EEG. DeepSleepNet consists of Con-

volutional Neural Networks (CNN) to extract time-invariant

features and BLSTM to learn stage-to-stage transition rules

from EEG signals. Again, automated classification relying on

EEG signals still requires PSG tests.

B. Cardiorespiratory Signals for Sleep Stage Classification

Since it is difficult to compare the works when the number

of sleep stages is not consistent, we mainly review the previous

works only on the four sleep stage classification as our focus.

Large datasets [10], [11] containing the cardiorespiratory

recordings were leveraged to predict the sleep stages. Due to

the limitation of conventional machine learning algorithms, the

prediction accuracies were moderate. Authors in [7] extracted

a total of 142 features from electrocardiogram and thoracic

respiratory effort of 25 subjects, and applied Bayesian linear

discriminant for the four-class sleep stage classification on

a 30-second epoch basis. Similarly, the traditional Support

Vector Machine algorithm was applied to the cardiorespiratory

features of 48 subjects [8]. Recently, the contactless sensing

methods such as using Radio Frequency (RF) signals to
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Fig. 2: Overview of signals from PSG and SensEcho

acquire the heart beats and breathing efforts have gained much

attention. Authors in [5] proposed a new learning framework

to involve various deep learning methods on the RF signals

of 25 subjects to classify sleep stages into four classes with

the high prediction accuracy. The BLSTM-based five-class

sleep stage classification was proposed in [4], using heart rate

and wrist actigraphy acquired by a wristband. They achieved

the higher accuracies when the sizes of datasets were much

smaller. Compared to the works mentioned above, our results

accomplish the significant improvement on the prediction

accuracy, and the robust performance on a large dataset. We

will have a detailed comparison in Table I in Section IV.

III. HARDWARE AND METHODS

A. Hardware

Our wearable multi-sensor system, SensEcho [14]–[16],

exploits three comfortable electrode patches to achieve the

single-lead ECG signal monitoring at a 200 Hz sampling rate.

Two sensing wires are embedded at the locations of chest

and abdomen for the two corresponding breathing behaviors

monitoring at a sampling rate of 25 Hz. In addition, an ultra-

low power, 3-axis digital accelerometer component ADXL345

at a sampling rate of 25 Hz is also embedded in the vest. The

main board of SensEcho is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 presents

an example fragment to show the signal quality of our system

compared to the PSG records. A wrist oximeter wirelessly

communicates with SensEcho via Bluetooth, whose sampling

rate is 1 Hz. SensEcho provides the local and secure cloud

data storage options The 2GB-capacity local storage option

enables us to backtrack the raw data when cloud storage is

neither stable nor available. The embedded battery power can

support continuous monitoring for five consecutive days.

B. Data Pre-processing

ECG signals: Rather than tackling the raw ECG signals,

we extract RR intervals from ECG signals. RR interval is the
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Fig. 3: Examples of RR intervals and breathing signals in different sleep stages

time duration between two adjacent R-peaks of ECG signals

It can be used to calculate heart rate as well as Heart Rate

Variability (HRV).

Breathing signals: As breathing signals always have the

offset from the zero line of amplitude, we apply wavelet

decomposition technologies to remove the offset effects. A

Butterworth low-pass filter with the frequency of 1 Hz is next

applied to remove signal noises at high frequency.

Fig. 3 presents that the RR intervals and breathing signals

on a subject along with the four-class sleep stage determina-

tion, respectively. It is obvious that the wake and the REM

stages have distinguishing patterns on both RR intervals and

breathing signals, while the light and deep sleep stages look

similar to each other but minute differences on the RR intervals

can be still found. Note that a specialist can easily distinguish

these two sleep stages relying on the information from EEG,

EOG, and EMG.

C. Feature Extraction

In this section, we elaborate our process of feature extrac-

tion. As a sleep stage is determined based on every 30-second

epoch in PSG tests [17], we define our sliding processing

window unit as the same size. This way enables our time-

series data to align the sleep stage labels in PSG records. Our

feature extraction is processed on either one sliding window

unit (one epoch), or a larger window consisting of several

consecutive epochs. The moving step size is defined as one

epoch. Note that when multiple consecutive epochs (a larger

sliding window) are needed, the amount of epochs is an odd

number such that the calculated feature would be exactly

associated with the middle epoch. For example, extracting a

feature from 3 consecutive epochs means that a feature is

calculated inside a 90-second window and assigned to the

second epoch.

1) Features from RR intervals: We extract numerous fea-

tures from the time domain and the frequency domain on RR

intervals.

Time domain features: We extract 10 features commonly

used for the HRV analysis [20], and 34 conventional statistical

features on RR intervals [7], such as mean, quantiles, range,

etc. We also extract 5 non-linear features including sample

entropy, zero crossing analysis [21]. Nevertheless, the sudden

changes of RR intervals are not well captured by using these

features only. To address this issue, we design three novel

features as follows:

f1 = Rmid
n

−Rn (1)

f2 = Rmid
n

− R̃n (2)

f3 =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑

i=1

(Ri
n
−Rn)2 (3)

where Rn represents raw RR intervals in the consecutive n

epochs; Ri
n

denotes the ith epoch of Rn; Rmid
n

refers to

the middle epoch of Rn; Rn represents the average value of

Rn; R̃n denotes the median value of Rn. Such three features

investigate the impact of sudden variation of RR intervals in

one epoch over the longtime series. In practice, we set n = 119
in f1 to approximate one-hour-long time series, and set n = 9
in f2 and f3 to consider 9 consecutive epochs (4.5 minutes).

Frequency domain features: In order to obtain the fre-

quency domain information, we first perform the linear inter-

polation on RR intervals, and then use Fast Fourier Transfor-

mation (FFT) on the given epoch(s). According to [21], 21

features of the frequency domain are extracted, such as mean,

spectrum power, entropy, etc.

2) Features from breathing signals: Similar to the feature

extraction in RR intervals, we extract 25 statistical features

from breathing signals according to [7], [20]. For example,

in the time domain, mean and standard deviance of breathing

peak sequence, kurtosis, skewness, etc. are extracted; features

in the frequency domain include dominant peak, energy, etc.

3) Features from cardiopulmonary coupling: Cardiopul-

monary coupling (CPC) is a technology to analyze the con-

nection between HRV and breathing volume variability. CPC

index [22] is a set of magnitudes in the frequency domain to

present CPC degrees at a given time spot. We calculate CPC

indexes in Rn and obtain the summation of CPC indexes at the

high-frequency (HF) band (0.1–0.4Hz), at the low-frequency

(LF) band (0.01–0.1Hz), and at the very-low-frequency (VLF)

band (0–0.01Hz), respectively. The ratios of these summations

at the specific frequency bands over the CPC index summation

across the entire frequency domain are then calculated.

We finally extract 152 features from RR intervals, breathing

signals, and cardiopulmonary coupling effects. At last, the Z-

score normalization is performed on each feature such that

its mean value is 0 and its variance value is 1. The feature

vectors are fed into our learning model architecture. We then
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TABLE I: Comparison of four-class sleep stage classification (BE: breathing effort; BLD: Bayesian linear discriminant; BM: body movement;
BT: boosted trees; CNN: convolutional Neural Network; CRF: conditional random field; GAN: generative adversarial network; GBM: gradient
boosting machine; HB: heart beat; RandF: random forest; RR: RR interval; SKNN: subspace KNN; SVM: support vector machine)

Authors Data type Dataset source Data acquisition Number of subjects Method Accuracy κ

[7] RR+BE SIESTA [18]+Own PSG 15+27 BLD 69.0% 0.49

[10] RR+BE SHHS PSG 625 GBM+RandF 71.4% 0.57

[11] BE MESA [19] Ventilator 400 Deep CRF 74.1% 0.57

[8] RR+BM Own PSG 48 SVM 74.9% n/a

[5] HB+BE Own RF signals 25 CNN+RNN+GAN 79.8% 0.70

[9] HB+BE+BM Own RF signals 13 BT, SKNN, etc. 81.0% n/a

Ours RR+BE SHHS+Own 417+32 BLSTM

Validation set from SHHS

PSG (SHHS) 80.25% 0.71

Wearable (own) Test set from own

80.75% 0.69

leverage two BLSTM layers, each of which has 16 units, and

one 4-unit output layer corresponding to the four sleep stage

classes. The advantage of BLSTM over conventional LSTM is

that the BLSTM architecture is able to learn the target’s both

previous and future information.

IV. EVALUATIONS

A. Datasets

1) Dataset from the public database: To mitigate the train-

ing over-fitting issue using a small dataset, we leverage the

large public sleep PSG database Sleep Heart Health Study

(SHHS) [17] to build our training model. SHHS consists

of the PSG monitoring during sleep of more than 6,000

subjects (52.4% females) in the U.S. across the age range

of ∼40+ years, including the records of six-class sleep stage

classification for each subject manually determined by clinical

specialists (wake, REM, S1, S2, S3, S4). It is worth noting that

in the SHHS database numerous subjects have various sleep-

related diseases, such as breathing disorders or irregularities,

insomnia, etc. Those subjects would introduce serious bias to

the training model. To minimize these impacts, we filter the

data based on the following steps.

1) We exploit the metric Apnea Hypopnea Index (AHI)

score to indicate subjects’ apnea levels, and further

help to select the appropriate cohort for the training

model. AHI score is calculated by the summation of

manually identified breathing irregularity events. It could

be commonly divided into four levels [23]: No apnea:

AHI < 5; Mild: 5 ≤ AHI < 15; Medium: 15 < AHI ≤

30; and Severe: AHI > 30. The subjects who have no

apnea (AHI < 5) are chosen as candidates to build our

data set from SHHS.

2) Among the subject candidates, we then select the sub-

jects who have at least 5% of S3 and S4 stages, and at

least 15% REM stage, during their sleep periods, since

sleep with such quality is regarded as regular sleep [24]

3) We combine the S1 and S2 stages as the light sleep

stage, and combine the S3 and S4 stages as the deep

sleep stage [1]. With the existing stages of wake and

REM, the six-class sleep stages are converted into four-

class ones.

4) As a result, 417 subjects are selected to construct the

dataset from the SHHS database. We randomly take 70%

of them for the training set, while the remaining 30%

contribute to the validation set. The subjects constituting

the training set never appear in the validation set.

2) Our own dataset: Aside from using the public database,

we are also building our own dataset for sleep stage classifica-

tion. Till now, 32 subjects (22 – 45 ages and 15 females) with

no apnea (AHI < 5) are enrolled to wear SensEcho during

the PSG tests at Chinese PLA General Hospital (shown in

Fig. 4a). Their four-class sleep stages are identified by three

clinical specialists’ consent. Since the size of the dataset is

now still limited, it is served as the test set only. In other

words, we leverage the trained model from the SHHS training

set described above to make the prediction on our own dataset.

Note that this study is reviewed and approved by the Ethics

Committee of Chinese PLA General Hospital (IRB number:

S2018-095-01)
3) Consistency of the datasets: As aforementioned in

Sec. III-C, we align our data with the sleep stage determination

based on the standard PSG records using the 30-second epoch.

Such processing approach guarantees that the model trained

from SHHS dataset can be applied to predict the test set (i.e.,

our own dataset).

B. Sleep Stage Classification

Table I lists the recent literature which contributes to the

four-class sleep stage classification using RR interval/heart

rate and breathing effort, where some works also involve the

information of body movements. As we see, the sizes of

datasets used in their works are very diverse. Compared to

the previous works using large dataset [10], [11], the BLSTM

method in our work significantly outperform them. The reason

is that BLSTM is able to learn the hidden relationship in time-

series correlated signals. Meanwhile, aside from overcoming

the over-fitting problem for the model training, we keep the

similar accuracy level compared to the works which use small

data sets to build the learning model [5], [9]. Note that we

let κ denote Cohen’s kappa coefficient, which is a more

robust metric than the accuracy percentage as it considers the

occurrence by chance [25].

Fig. 4b presents that the confusion matrix of four sleep stage

classes on the validation set of the SHHS dataset. We observe
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Fig. 4: Experiment set-up and visualization of results
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Fig. 5: Examples of best, average, worst classifications in the
validation set of SHHS (referring to the validation set in Fig. 4d)

that except deep sleep, all other three stages achieve great

classification accuracies. However, plenty of deep sleep epochs

are classified into light sleep epochs. This observation aligns

with the examples of these two stages in Figs. 3b and 3c,

where the patterns of RR intervals and breathing signals are

difficult to distinguish. We then apply the prediction model to

our test set to obtain another confusion matrix result (shown

in Fig. 4c). While the high prediction accuracies of wake and

REM stages are maintained, it is interesting that the accuracy

of deep sleep increases much but the accuracy of light sleep

declines. It is worth recalling the different age ranges of the

training and validation sets and the test set. As observed in

[26], the light sleep of young subjects is less than it of senior

subjects, while the deep sleep of young subjects is more.

Furthermore, the ethnic differences (White in SHHS vs. Asian

in our dataset) and gender distributions also lead to dissimilar

sleep patterns [27]. Due to these reasons, we believe that there

is some over-fitting issue during the light sleep stage training

but that the younger people’s deep sleep patterns are clearer

to be identified and predicted by the prediction model. Fig. 4d

shows that the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of

the accuracies of the three sets in terms of subjects. Even

though there is some generational bias in the training model,

the overall prediction accuracy on the test set still maintains

the same level as it on the validation set. The smaller size of

test set might result in the slightly better prediction result.

We then select the best case, the worst case, and one average

case from the validation set to view the prediction details.

Fig. 5 shows that the major impact on the prediction accuracy

0 2 4 6 8
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Fig. 6: Top 20 significant features ranked in XGBoost. (RMSSD:
root mean square of the successive differences

is the transition between the light sleep stage and the deep

sleep stage, which is not well recognized, especially in the

case that such transitions occur many times during the sleep

period (i.e. the worst case). However, the transition between

the light sleep stage and the wake stage is well predicted across

these three cases. Considering the distinct difference in RR

intervals and breathing signals of these two stages in Figs. 3a

and 3b, our three novel features are designed for capturing

such a sudden transition even though it lasts for only one

epoch. We will evaluate them in the next section.

C. Knowledge of Features

In this section, we investigate how the extracted features

contribute to the learning process. Fig. 4e visualizes the sleep

epochs of one subject using the t-SNE [28]. We notice that the

system is able to learning much coherent information across

the four classes. The interweaving between the deep sleep

epochs and the light sleep epochs are more than all other two

stage pairs. Since it is still difficult to interpret the significances

of specific features, we leverage the recent common used

tree model, XGBoost [29], to sort all the features’ relative

importance according to their weights. The weight refers to

the times a feature is used to split the data across all the trees.

Fig. 6 lists the top 20 important features which contribute

to the classification most significantly. It is worth noting that

our three designed features f1, f2, and f3 are ranked at

No. 4, 8, and 19, respectively. We also observe that several
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features extracted from CPC are top significant, indicating the

indispensable synergistic effects of cardiorespiratory signals

on different sleep stages. Note that the prediction accuracy

using XGBoost is 75.6% on the validation set.

V. DISCUSSIONS, POTENTIALS AND FUTURE WORK

As we have shown that our approach compared to the latest

contributions has an outstanding sleep stage classification

accuracy on a large dataset, there are many potential directions

in our future works to further pursue a better performance.

Authors in [5] leverage CNN to create effective features

which are difficult interpreted and extracted manually. We

are currently improving the BLSTM model and designing an

appropriate CNN architecture to integrate with our current

feature sets. Meanwhile, alongside recruiting healthy subjects,

we are enrolling actual patients using our wearable SensEcho

who have heart, breathing, or sleep issues/diseases, in order

to build our comprehensive sleep datasets for the intra-cohort

and inter-cohort sleep researches. As aforementioned, a 3-axis

accelerometer is embedded in SensEcho which can infer the

body movement behaviors in previous works [8], [9]. Our

future works will also involve the use of accelerometer data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present our four-class sleep stage classi-

fication trained by two BLSTM layers. We use our low-cost

wearable multi-sensor system, SensEcho, to acquire subjects’

RR intervals and breathing signals. Three novel features are

designed during the feature extraction to detect the sudden

variation on RR intervals. Our robust prediction accuracy is

80.25% on a large public dataset (417 subjects), and 80.75%

on our 32 enrolled subjects, respectively. These results are bet-

ter than the previous works which either used small data sets

with the potential over-fitting issues, or used the conventional

machine learning methods on large data sets.
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